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In the beginning God .... 

Genesis 1:11 

Righteousness exalts a nation, but sin is a reproach to 
any people. 

Proverbs 14:342 

In his latest tome, The Progressive Revolution," Ellis 
Washington taps into the conscience of humanity as he 
reports from the front lines of the culture war. This 
remarkable two-volume compilation of lucid essays and 
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Socratic dialogues chronicles Washington's writing through 
the years at WorldNetDaily.com. 

Woven through these very readable essays and dialogs is a 
profound understanding of an ancient sacred premise: God 
reveals moral absolutes in His Word, and places these truths 
on the human heart. Washington's work skillfully 
illuminates how the American nation's founders understood 
the cultural importance of these self-evident truths to 
society and good governance under the rule of law. For 
example, many of his essays remind us that ideas and 
viewpoints informed by the sacred contribute in important 
ways to the improvement of a culture. (e.g., the abolition of 
slavery). For ideas and viewpoints informed by the sacred to 
enter the marketplace of ideas though, Washington 
understands that individuals must be free to not just to 
believe and hold them as a matter of conscience, but also to 
manifest such conscience, including through speech and 
other expression. Washington's book is an important 
testament to this inviolable truth. 

Throughout both volumes, Washington eloquently 
demonstrates why truth must correspond to reality and 
remain an available constant through time - a standard 
against which government and society can measure whether 
their actions are right or wrong, good or bad, just or unjust. 
When those holding power and influence fail to meet that 
standard, Washington, without fear or favor to any political 
party, holds them all accountable. In doing so, Washington's 
essays courageously penetrate the assorted spheres of 
influence in Western Culture, critically analyzing 
contemporary events and exposing hypocrisy wherever he 
finds it. Whether the sphere is politics, law, entertainment, 
religion, or the media, Washington uses truth as his plumb 
line. Delving into stories inside each of these spheres, The 
Progressive Revolution documents a foreboding worldview 
shift where government and society increasingly replace the 
God of our nation's Founders with itself. 

Using the razor-sharp edge of logic, The Progressive 
Revolution presages the potential for despotic domination 
and oppression, the inevitable consequence of detaching 
morality from governance. To the academic elite's claim that 
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moral absolutes do not exist, his essays and dialogs respond, 
"are you absolutely sure?" 

In summary, The ProgTessive Revolution sounds a clarion 
call to engage in a high stakes battle over the character of 
the American nation. God willing, it just might awaken the 
hearts of the American citizenry. 


